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Executive Summary  
 
This report presents comparison measurements between six different types of portable reflectometers 
currently used in commercial concentrating solar thermal (CST) plants. The objective of such measurements 
is quantification of the soiling effects in commercial plants, optimizing washing procedures, and possibly 
compare performance of different areas of the solar field. The evaluation includes instrument features, 
drawbacks, best practices, and possible improvements as well as statistical analysis of field measurement data. 
It should support instrument selection depending on the requirements of the application.  
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1. Introduction  

The specular reflectance of the solar field is a crucial aspect of the operation and maintenance of CSP plants 
because this parameter is widely used as a decision tool for the cleaning strategy as well as a key input for the 
performance analysis and production forecasting. In spite of its relevance, there are no generally accepted 
guidelines on the reflectance measurement of soiled mirrors in solar fields. The existing SolarPACES 
reflectance guideline is focused on lab measurement of new and clean reflectors. Portable reflectometers show 
deviations among each other when soiling measurements with lower reflectance values are taken. 
Consequently, the SolarPACES Task III “Reflectance Measurement” working group intends to address this 
issue through the evaluation of the portable reflectometers most currently used by plant operators. 
 
The SolarPACES Reflectance Guideline gives several practical recommendations for the use of reflectance 
measurement instruments and their calibration. However, this guideline is focused on clean and new 
reflectors and only some very preliminary recommendations are given for measuring soiled mirrors. The 
reflectance values extend over a much broader range when measuring soiled reflectors in the solar field. It has 
been demonstrated that even using well calibrated reflectometers, the achieved results differ substantially for 
different instruments and measurement parameters. This issue has led to controversy among plant operators 
when comparing soiling levels from solar fields acquired with different measurement equipment. 
 
With the intention of filling this gap, in October 2019 SolarPACES ExCo approved the project “Soling 
Measurement of Solar Mirror”; the project is divided into two WP, of which the first addresses a deep analysis 
of the main features of the field portable reflectometers, taking [1] as a basis. Researchers from CIEMAT, DLR, 
NREL, Fraunhofer, ENEA and University of Zaragoza present a document comparing the most representative 
features of all the commercial instruments, based on their own knowledge, the available literature and several 
teleconferences that were held with plant operators and mirror manufacturers (TSK, Abengoa, Rioglass and 
Brightsource). Also, the main practical difficulties experienced by plant operators during the field 
measurements and the list of desired features for the ideal instrument are addressed. 
 
In addition, data collected on previous experiments performed to compare field portable reflectometers is 
analyzed in detail by independent institutions to derive correlations that might help to align the different 
reflectometers’ reflectance outputs. The studied measurement campaigns are the ones obtained in SFERA-II 
and STAGE-STE projects. 
 
The present document represents the deliverable D1 of the SolarPACES funded project. 
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2. Technical features of portable reflectometers, according to the 

manufacturer’s information (data sheet) 

Portable reflectometers are devices that measure the intensity of a light source after reflection on a sample 
without spectral information, i.e. they are equipped with light sources that radiate only one or a few narrow 
wavelength lines or bands. These lines or bands should be near the peak of the solar spectrum in the visible 
range. After calibration with a known reflectance reference standard, the measured intensity is automatically 
converted to a reflectance reading by correlating the measured radiant flux reflected by a sample to that 
acquired using the adopted reference standard. Reflectometers are typically prepared to measure specular 
reflectance. However, reflectometers that are equipped with integrating spheres may be also suitable for 
hemispherical reflectance measurements if their sphere is large enough. In what follows, the portable 
reflectometers used to measure reflectance that are commercially available and their main characteristics are 
described. 

The main features of the portable reflectometers are summarized in Table 1, including accuracy values. The 
information was taken from manuals or manufacturer’s data sheets. Additional information might be found in 
[1]. The TraCS system is not a portable device. It has been included in this comparison because it is capable of 
measuring reflectance in an operating solar field and thus can provide an alternative to the application case of 
portable reflectometers that is analyzed in this deliverable. 
 

Table 1. Technical features of the commercial reflectometers, according to the manufacturer information. 

* : information not available. a: The TraCS device is included because it serves the same purpose as the portable 

reflectometers, i.e. solar field reflectance monitoring. b: measured reflectance normalized to the reflectance of the clean 

mirror of same type (see SolarPaces Reflectance Guideline Version 3.1). c: without considering the mirror reference 

inaccuracy. 

Manufacturer 
Surface 

Optics 

Devices & 

Services Co 

Aragon 

Photonics 

Konica 

Minolta 

CSP Services 

GmbHa 
PSE AG 

Developer Surface Optics 
Devices & Services 

Co 

Abengoa & 

University of 

Zaragoza 

Konica 

Minolta 
DLR 

Fraunhofer 

ISE 

Model 410 Solar 
15R-

USB 

15R- 

RGB 
Condor 

CM-

700d/600d 
TraCS pFlex 2.1 

Measurement 

principle 

Integrating 

sphere unit 

where the 

specular port 

can be opened 

A source lamp and a 

detector positioned 

in incidence and 

outgoing angles, 

lenses to focus the 

reflected beam onto 

an aperture stop, 

which defines the 

acceptance angle 

6 different beam 

sources and 6 

detectors 

Integrating 

sphere unit 

where the 

specular port 

can be opened 

One 

pyrheliometer 

for measuring 

DNI and 

another 

measuring the 

DNI reflected 

at a mirror 

sample 

3 light sources 

with different 

λ and 1 

detector 

Measurement 

type 

Hemispherical 

and diffuse 

reflectance 

(specular 

calculated) 

Monochromatic 

specular reflectance 

at selected 

acceptance angles 

Monochromatic 

specular 

reflectance and 

solar-weighted 

specular 

reflectance (from 

the six 

wavelengths) 

Hemispherical 

and diffuse 

reflectance and 

colour 

Specular 

reflectance 

Monocromatic 

specular 

reflectance 

and 

cleanliness 

factorb 

Light source Tungsten LED LED Xenon Sun LED 
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Incidence 

angle, θi (°) 
20 15 12 8 15 8 

Beam spot 

size (diameter 

in mm) 

6.35 10.00 

six spots with 

variable 

diameter 

(depending on 

mirror thickness 

and curvature) 

are aligned and 

cover a 230mm2 

area in the 

mirror 

3 (700d model) 

8 (700d and 

600d models) 

16.00, 

measurement 

area is 40 cm2 

with rotating 

mirror 

10 

Wavelength 

range, λ (nm) 

7 bands 

between 300 

and 2500 

Peak 

at 660 

Band red, 

green, blue, 

white and 

IR filters: 

460 (±50), 

550 (±50), 

650 (-40 

+150), 720 

(-40 +100) 

435, 525, 650, 

780, 940 and 

1050, solar-

weighted 

according to ISO 

9050 

400-700 

(10nm steps) 

Integrated full 

solar spectrum 

470 (±25), 

525 (±25), 

625 (±25) 

(Half) 

acceptance 

angle, φ 

(mrad) 

52.4 

3.5, 

7.5, 

12.5, 

23.0 

2.3, 

 3.5, 

 7.5, 

 12.5, 

 23.0 

145.0 * 13.6 67 

Weight (kg) 2.13 1.10 1.40 

0.55 (without 

calibration cap 

and batteries) 

*~0.5kg, not 

portable 
1.45 

Operating 

temp. (°C) 
0 - 40 0 - 50 -20 - 55 5 - 40 -20 - 50 -15 - 50 

Autonomy 2 hours 49 - 52 hours 
1,200 

measurements 

2,000 

measurements 

Continuous 

measurements

(Accessory to a 

meteorological 

station.) 

> 12 hours 

Type of 

calibration 

Two external 

reference 

mirrors 

One external 

reference mirror 

One external 

reference mirror 

Two references 

(one black and 

one white) 

Cleanliness: 

sample mirror 

in clean state, 

Reflectance: 

reference 

mirror 

Black 

reference 

(offset) and 

one external 

reference 

mirror 

Beam 

alignment 
No Yes No No 

Optical, using 

pyrheliometer 

pinholes 

No 

Adaptable to 

mirror 

curvature 

Yes, 15.24 mm 

radius 

minimum 

Yes (two screws to 

adapt the curvature) 

Yes, up to 

300 mm radius 

within 99.5 % 

tolerance, 

without adapting 

anything in the 

reflectometer 

* Limited 

Instrument is 

designed for 

measurement 

on curved 

mirrors 

without 

adaption 
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Battery 

indicator 
* 

Yes, but only low 

battery 
Yes, 3 levels * * Yes, 4 levels 

Accuracy (-) ±0.020 * ±0.002c * ±0.018 ±0.01 

Repeatability 

(-) 
±0.002 - 0.005 ±0.002 ±0.002 ±0.001 ±0.01 ±0.005 

Resolution of 

the digital 

display (-) 

* ±0.001 ±0.001 ±0.001 
Better than 

±0.001 
±0.001 

In addition, according to [2] the overall type-B uncertainty of the reflectometer 15R-USB by Devices & Services 

is 0.006. 

3. Technical features and practical aspects, according to the operators’ 

experience  

This section presents a description of the main practical difficulties experienced by plant operators during the 
field measurements that have been exchanged in several teleconferences. Also, some points and features 
required for a hypothetical ideal instrument are specified by the different plant operators. Table 2 shows the 
commercial portable reflectometers that are used by the plant operators that shared their experiences. In 
general, all technicians and researchers recommend that the instruments are not used when the mirror 
surface is wet. 

 

Table 2. Commercial reflectometers owned by the plant operators. 

Manufacturer 
Surface 

Optics 

Device & Services 

Co 

Aragon 

Photonics 

Konica 

Minolta 

CSP Services 

GmbH 
PSE AG 

Developer 
Surface 

Optics 
Devices & Services Co 

Abengoa & 

University of 

Zaragoza 

Konica 

Minolta 
DLR 

Fraunhofer 

ISE 

Model 410 Solar 15R-USB 15R-RGB Condor CM-700d TraCS pFlex 2.1 

TSK  X      

Abengoa    X   X 

BSII     X   

 

3.1. Brightsource 

Brightsource presents the experience of the users of the CM-700d reflectometer by Konica Minolta. The 
experience and difficulties found in the measurements on the field are detailed below. 

3.1.1. Calibration process 

The calibration process is carried out with two coupons (one black and one white) and one master mirror. It 
takes about two minutes. Once per year, it is sent to the manufacturer for re-calibration. 
As protocol of the plant, no re-calibration is needed during the measurement campaign that takes 3 to 4 hours. 
The operators check the accuracy of the reflectometer at the end of the measurement campaign using the 
master mirror and it is normally the same value, with very small deviation. 
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3.1.2. Influence of the curvature 

No influence of the curvature for the Konica Minolta CM-700d is detected. The measurements are realized in 
a solar power tower, where the heliostats are almost flat. 

3.1.3. Influence of the temperature 

No influence of the temperature is normally noticed. Maybe it is thanks to the integrating sphere. 

3.1.4. Influence of the ambient light 

No influence of ambient light is observed.  

3.1.5. Dependence of the operator 

A dependence of the operator is observed but the deviation noticed is minimum. It is mainly due to the position 
of the measurement on the reflector. The heliostat is placed in a comfortable position to avoid operator fatigue. 
Also, to do the measurement campaign more comfortably, the operators perform no more than 120 
measurements (30 heliostats and 4 points in each heliostat) that take 3-4 hours each day. Furthermore, it is 
recommended to measure in horizontal to achieve a better alignment of the instrument with the reflector 
surface and, consequently, to avoid the instrument weight on the operator's arm. 

3.1.6. Acceptance criteria of the plant operator  

The master mirror is measured before and after the measurement campaign (3-4 hours). If the difference is 
more than 0.5 %, the measurement set is cancelled. 

3.1.7. Battery autonomy  

The battery is enough for a measurement campaign (3-4 hours). 

3.1.8. Weight 

The device is very light weight. 

3.1.9. Data acquisition system 

The data acquisition system is very good. Data are easily transferred to a PC with their own software. 

3.2. Abengoa 

The Condor reflectometer was manufactured by Aragon Photonics and developed by Abengoa Solar and the 
University of Zaragoza. Abengoa’s experience with the portable reflectometer and the difficulties found in the 
measurements on the field are shown below. 

3.2.1. Calibration process 

The calibration process is not complicated. It is carried out with a reference mirror. As protocol of this plant, 
a random re-calibration is needed during the measurement campaign. In some cases, it is required 3-4 times 
during the measurements campaign. However, other times it is not necessary. Re-calibration is carried out 
when temperature changes are noticed (see section 3.2.3). 

3.2.2. Influence of the curvature 

According to specifications of the device, no influence should be noticed. There is no need of re-calibration or 
re-adjustment when changing the curvature on the measuring point. 
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3.2.3. Influence of the temperature 

The influence of the temperature is automatically detected by the instrument. In some cases the re-calibration 
is required 3-4 times during the measurement campaign and other times it is not required. It is supposed to 
be due to the influence of the temperature. 

3.2.4. Influence of the ambient light 

No influence of ambient light is observed. Measurements are carried out during the night, where this influence 
is negligible. 

3.2.5. Dependence of the operator 

No dependence of the operator is observed if the protocol is known. Maybe an influence of the operator’s 
experience is detected in the data treatment. 

3.2.6. Acceptance criteria of the plant operator  

If a value is unusually high or low (depending on the soiling factor and operation experience), the 
measurement campaign is repeated the next day. 

3.2.7. Battery autonomy  

The battery is enough for a measurement campaign (3-4 hours). It has a battery indicator, with 3 charging 
bars. 

3.2.8. Weight 

The device is light weight, although it is voluminous. 

3.2.9. Data acquisition system 

The data acquisition system is easy to use. 

3.2.10. Wish list about your ideal instrument 

The users of the Condor reflectometer would like to have the following improvements: 
 Illuminated screen. It would facilitate night measurements.  
 Accounting of measurements number. It is useful if the measurement campaign is disrupted. 
 Button of “delete a measurement”. If a wrong measurement is detected.  
 Indicator to take note of the collector and facet to be measured (previously indicated). 
 Automatic calibration process with an internal reference mirror. Normally, the use of an external 

reference mirror presents difficulties in the field (possibility of breakage or soling). 
 Modify the handle. It would be fine to improve the adaptation to different heights on the facet and 

avoid the tiredness of the operator’s wrist. 
 
In addition, Abengoa has some experience with the pFlex (version 2.1). Some comments about this equipment 
are summarized below: 

 The interface with Android smartphone presents some advantages: usability, customization 
possibilities of the application as transform functions for cleanliness output, GPS, intuitive and friendly 
menus. 

 The device is not heavy, but the handle is far from the gravity center, so the wrist has to work more 
than other devices. 

 Due to the small support, the correct positioning on non-horizontal mirrors, like PTC or heliostats on 
field, requires attention as slight angle deviations can be introduced, affecting the value obtained. 
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3.3. TSK 

The reflectometer 15R-USB by Device & Services is the portable reflectometer used by TSK. The main practical 
difficulties experienced by plant operators during the field measurements are addressed. 

3.3.1. Calibration process 

The calibration process is not complicated but it is delicate. It is carried out with a reference mirror. As general 
protocol, the re-calibration is needed periodically due to soiling because the internal lens gets dirty easily. 

3.3.2. Influence of the curvature 

Generally, no influence of the curvature is detected, as soon as a proper adjustment is performed. The 
measurements are realized at the same height on the facets, so the curvature is constant. Only if the operator 
detects a strange value, the equipment is re-adjusted. 

3.3.3. Influence of the temperature 

No influence of the temperature is noticed. The operators recalibrate the equipment periodically, after each 4 
measurements. These re-calibrations might explain that the equipment does not notice the influence in case 
of temperature changes. 

3.3.4. Influence of the ambient light 

No influence of the ambient light is observed. 

3.3.5. Dependence of the operator 

A high dependence of the operator is detected. A good training about the equipment’s operation is required. 
Operator fatigue has an influence which is avoided by limiting measurement time to a maximum of 3 hours 
per day. 

3.3.6. Acceptance criteria of the plant operator 

If a value is unusually high or low (depending on the soiling factor and operator experience), the measurement 
is repeated. 

3.3.7. Battery autonomy (enough for the measurement campaign) 

The battery is normally enough for a measurement campaign (3-4 hours). It does not have a battery indicator. 
When the low battery alarm appears, it is necessary to stop measuring because it is checked that the data can 
be wrong. 

3.3.8. Weight 

The device is light weight. 

3.3.9. Data acquisition system 

The data acquisition system is a bit tricky. Therefore, the data are registered manually. 

3.3.10. Wish list about your ideal instrument 

It is shown a list of desired features about the 15R-USB by Device & Services by the users to achieve an ideal 
instrument: 

 Recalibration alarm due to temperature. 
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 Exchangeable battery: An extra battery permits more security during the measurement campaign.  
 A reference (for example “X”) in the optical viewfinder, for correct alignment. 
 Eliminate the influence of the operator and the curvature.  
 Improve the data acquisition system, including the position of the measurement in the solar field. 
 Automatic calibration process with an internal reference mirror. 
 Modify the current handle. It is easy to carry the device but it is not convenient to measure. 
 Low repeatability, which is the most important feature for Cleanliness Factor measurement. 
 Acceptance angle according to the type of the plant, parabolic trough or tower, to avoid measuring 

the scattering that does not reach the absorber. 

4. Technical features and practical aspects, according to the researchers’ and 

developers’ knowledge 

In this section the experience of the research centers as users of the marketed portable reflectometers and 
also the knowledge of the manufacturers and developers of those instruments (Table 3) are analyzed. 

 

Table 3. Researcher owners and manufacturers of the marketed portable reflectometers. 

Manufacturer 
Surface 

Optics 

Device & Services 

Co 

Aragon 

Photonics 

Konica 

Minolta 

CSP 

Services 

GmbH 

PSE AG 

Developer 
Surface 

Optics 
Devices & Services Co 

Abengoa & 

University of 

Zaragoza 

Konica 

Minolta 
DLR 

Fraunhofer 

ISE 

Model 410 Solar 15R-USB 15R-RGB Condor CM-700d TraCS pFlex 2.1 

CIEMAT X X X     

DLR  X    X  

NREL X X      

Fraunhofer 

ISE 
 X X    X 

University of 

Zaragoza 
   X    

4.1 NREL 

The researchers from NREL have experience with the 410 Solar by Surface Optics and the 15R-USB by Devices 
and Services reflectometers, which is detailed below. 

4.1.1. SOC 410 Solar 

The calibration process is carried out with a reference mirror. Re-calibration is necessary every 30 minutes. 
Regarding the data acquisition system, it saves complete data (7 wavelengths, hemispheric, diffuse and 
specular reflectance values) into a spreadsheet that can be downloaded to a PC with no specific software 
needed. They have to carry 3-4 extra batteries to change during 1 day of measurements. 
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4.1.2. 15R-USB 

According to the influence of the curvature, it has to be adjusted (not recalibrated) for each measurement, 
every time the device is placed in a different facet or in a different point into the facet with different curvature. 
Regarding the data acquisition system, it is a bit tricky. This system only saves the reflectance values. It is 
necessary that the operator write down manually the mapping of the measurements inside the field. About 
the maximum uncertainty acceptable, the users from NREL find it reliable as long as you adjust/recalibrate 
the device for each measurement. 
 
With regard to the wish list about an ideal instrument, the researcher users from NREL would like to measure 

the average reflectance value of one reflector in only one measurement (instead of averaging several single-

point measurements). Also, a more efficient, lightweight and automated device with multiple wavelengths and 

multiple acceptance angles would be an ideal instrument. 

4.2 Fraunhofer ISE 

The pFlex reflectometer was developed by Fraunhofer ISE and manufactured by PSE AG and has already been 
successfully deployed in the field by the developing institution, Fraunhofer ISE (see sections 5 and 6). Also, 
Fraunhofer ISE has tested the 15R-USB and 15R-RGB portable reflectometers by Devices & Services. 

4.2.1 15R-USB/15R-RGB 

The calibration process is not complicated but it is delicate. Regarding the model 15R-RGB, it is not practical 
in the field if you want to use several wavelengths because the re-calibration for all wavelengths takes a long 
time and also the measurements in the same point are not guaranteed. The reason is that for re-calibration 
the instrument has to be removed from the measurement spot, and therefore the subsequent measurement 
will not necessarily be at the same spot.) 

4.2.2 pFlex 

The calibration process consists of taking two reference measurements. First, the reference measurement of 
the calibration mirror included in the protective cover is performed and then a dark current measurement 
with a black reference sample is done. The device records the temperature during measurements and a 
temperature drift compensation function and alarm are included in the mobile app which is used for the 
control of the pFlex. Regarding the soiling, an influence is observed on the window that protects the electronics 
inside. So it must be cleaned periodically. In 2019, the design of the instrument has been changed to be more 
ergonomic and comfortable to use. If measurements at several wavelengths at the identical location shall be 
conducted in the field, the calibration procedure explained above can be conducted for three different 
wavelengths in the field, prior to the measurements. The device is equipped with a switch to choose the 
desired wavelength. In the mobile app, the same wavelength is chosen for the measurement without the need 
to recalibrate or move the device from the measurement spot. The respective colour used for each 
measurement is logged in the tabular data file. 

4.3 University of Zaragoza 

The Condor reflectometer was manufactured by Aragon Photonics and developed by Abengoa Solar and the 
University of Zaragoza. The knowledge of the University of Zaragoza about this device is exposed below.  

4.3.1 Condor 

This device measures at 6 different wavelengths covering the vis-nearIR solar spectrum. Each measurement 
takes more time than other devices because these wavelengths are sequentially measured. The calibration 
process consists of measuring the reference mirror. The device maintains the calibration as long as the 
temperature (controlled inside the device) is between predefined limits; if those limits are exceeded, an alarm 
indicates that a recalibration is necessary. 
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No re-adjustment of the device is necessary when changing the mirror thickness or the curvature at the 
measuring spot. For the measurements in the field, the University of Zaragoza recommends a bigger 
acceptance angle to avoid the influence of the different parameters: operator, temperature, calibration, 
curvature, etc. 

4.4 CIEMAT and DLR 

The experience from CIEMAT and DLR as users of the two models, 15R-USB and 15R-RGB, of portable 
reflectometers by Devices & Services is exposed. 

4.4.1 15R-USB/15R-RGB 

With regard to the 15R-USB reflectometer by Devices and Services, an influence of the temperature is 
observed. In the field, the critical parameter is the temperature of the device which is influenced by the 
ambient temperature but also by the radiation. Consequently, it is necessary to recalibrate periodically. As 
protocol in the field, the reflectometer is checked every 20-30 minutes to prove its stability. If a variation of 
the calibration value is detected, a recalibration is accomplished. Also, an influence of the curvature is 
observed when the device is placed in a different facet or different point of the facet. It is recommended to 
adjust the alignment with the screws of the equipment. When the low battery alarm is noticed, it is necessary 
to stop measuring to avoid inaccurate data. The data acquisition system is a bit tricky. Therefore, data are 
written manually.  
Regarding the model 15R-RGB, the researchers and technicians from CIEMAT and DLR consider that it is not 
practical in the field if several wavelengths wanted to be used because the re-calibration for each wavelength 
takes a long time and, also, the measurements in the same spot are not guaranteed. 

5. Analysis of the measurement results  

In the framework of the SFERA-II EU project, in the period September 26th to October 6th 2016, a measurement 
campaign with several portable reflectometers was conducted at CIEMAT-PSA with the purpose to outline a 
method for evaluating average reflectance and cleanliness of parabolic-trough modules.  

The participating institutions were: ISE, CIEMAT and DLR. 

The involved instruments are listed in Table 4. The (half) acceptance angle of D&S instruments was set to 
12.5 mrad, while the one of pFlex 1.0 prototype is 76 mrad (unique option). 

Table 4: portable reflectometers used in the SFERA-II campaign of measurements.  

Model Serial number θi (º) φ (mrad) λ (nm) Source 
Device&Services 15R-RGB 711 15 12.5 650 White LED+filter 
Device&Services 15R-RGB 708 15 12.5 650 White LED+filter 
Device&Services 15R-USB 719 15 12.5 660 Red LED 

pFlex 1.0 (prototype) / 8 76.0 632 Red LED 

 

As first step a single clean facet was accurately examined by measuring the reflectance over 50 different points 
regularly distributed on its surface as shown in Fig. 1. The average value was assumed to be the “true” value 
of the facet reflectance. 

Then it was observed that the mean value obtained by just measuring at the 5 points, drawn as red dots in the 
figure, was in very good agreement with the “true” value. Such a simplified sampling was assumed as the 
standard sampling adopted for the following measurements.  
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Figure 1: disposal of the 50 points over the facet surface. The simplified sampling consists of the only 5 red points. 

The reflective surface of the examined parabolic-trough module was composed by 28 facets arranged in 4 
rows and 7 columns. To enable for daily measurements of several facets with different instruments, it was 
decided to consider just one module, and only the 7 + 7 facets composing the more external rows. As matter 
of fact, by aiming the module toward the horizon, the bottom row can be easily measured by operators at 
ground; the top row would become easily measurable too, once the module is rotated by 180°. The mean value 
of all these measurements is assumed as the module reflectance. 

It is noteworthy that, in order to limit the cause of uncertainty, during the entire campaign all the instruments 
have been always calibrated by using the same reference mirrors. 

The campaign results have been published in the report 4Soil - Investigation on soiling of tracked solar 
collectors [3]. 

Now, in the framework of the SolarPACES Soiling Project, ENEA was charged to re-analyse as third party the 
data-base of the SFERA-II campaign with the new purpose to study the correlation between the used portable 
reflectometers. 

The portable reflectometers by Devices&Services model 15R-RGB can be considered as the de facto standard, 
because it is the oldest instrument as well as the more diffuse one among the plant operators.  

In particular, in the SFERA-II dataset, the results obtained with the D&S #711 unit are the most numerous. For 
that reason, D&S #711 is used as common term for comparing all the other instruments, keeping in mind the 
instrument characteristics summarized in Table 4. 

Because reflectance can be slightly different along the surface of the same facet and even more between one 
facet and another, the comparison is focused on the readings obtained at the same point of a facet. 

Moreover, the data measured on September 28th (the only rainy day) have been excluded due to deviating 
results, as an effect of the progressive soiling caused by the rain. 

Except the first day (September 26th), when mirrors were perfectly clean, generally each measurement 
accomplished at one of the 5 points for facet was paired with the measurement of a “Clean Spot”, in a point 
very close to the considered one: the ratio of the two readings yields the more robust cleanliness value, not 
depending on the instrument calibration. Now the availability of a number of Clean Spot readings offer us the 
possibility to check the reading reproducibility. 

The top graph of Fig. 2 shows the trend of the daily readings obtained at the 5 sampling points of the 14 facets 
composing the more external rows of the considered module; the data got on 27th are deviating probably for 
some error occurring along the calibration procedure. For that the data got on 27th by D&S #711 will be 
excluded in the following analysis (instrument correlation, Fig. MM4). The bottom graph of Fig. MM2 shows 
mean value and standard deviation at each point: some facets, like the last one, have greater reflectance than 
for others; the mean standard deviation is 0.20%. 
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The same analysis was carried out for the other instrument with more numerous measurements, the pFlex 
1.0; the results are shown in Fig. 3. The top graph allows one to highlight the deviating behavior of the data 
collected in the two days September 26 and 30; for this reason, in the following analysis (instrument 
correlation, Fig. 4), they will not be considered. The deviation (offset) from the measurements on September 
26 is most probably due to some error occurred during the calibration procedure. The drift observed on 
September 30 can be attributed to a temperature influence with respect to calibration state, not yet corrected 
in the pFlex 1.0 prototype. The bottom graph of Fig. MM3 shows mean value and standard deviation at each 
point: the reflectance behavior versus facets is confirmed and perfectly agrees with the one observed with 
D&S #711; the pFlex  1.0 measurements have mean standard deviation of 0.31%. 

Unfortunately, the above analysis cannot be applied to the other two instruments D&S #708 and #719 because 
of the low number of available measurements: they were used just one or two days and only for measuring 
one of the two facet-rows. 
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Figure2: D&S#711 - top (bottom) daily (mean) readings at the sampling points (full data set). 
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Figure 3: pFlex 1.0 - top (bottom) daily (mean) readings at the sampling points (full data set). 

With these premises, we can finally compare the instruments with respect to D&S #711 here assumed as 
reference. As already discussed, the comparison is among the readings obtained in the same point; in 
particular, in the following plots the results got in the same point of the facet at a given day are reported as a 
single dot with coordinates equal to the respective readings.  
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The comparison between pFlex 1.0 and D&S #711 is shown in Fig. 4, not considering measurement 
uncertainty. Data show a good linear correlation. 

The best-fit slope-coefficient is less than 1, i.e. the reflectance degradation due to soiling is less pronounced 
according to pFlex 1.0 with respect to D&S #711; although these instruments use a bit different wavelength 
(632 and 650 nm, respectively), the observed effect is more likely due to the greater acceptance angle of pFlex 
1.0: 76 mrad against 12.5 mrad of the D&S instrument (see Table 4); the larger acceptance angle allows pFlex 
1.0 to collect a greater part of the scattered radiation. 

The linear confidence band shown in the figure was computed at 95% of confidence; it crosses the point 
(100%,100%) even if at the error limit. 

 

Figure 4: pFlex 1.0 versus D&S#711. 

 

Fig. 5 shows the comparison between D&S#708 and D&S#711, not considering measurement uncertainty. 
Data show a good linear correlation. 

Although both instruments adopt similar wavelength, incidence angle and acceptance angle, the best-fit slope-
coefficient is less than 1; the point (100%,100%) is very close to the 95% confidence band. In this case the 
difference is probably due to the uncertainty of the optical alignment of the measurement heads with respect 
to facet surface which is obtained by adjustable feet. Please note that, as already said, the same reference 
mirror was used for the instrument calibration. 

As shown in Fig. 6 only few data (1 row got on September 29th) are available for the comparison between D&S 
#719 and #711. The data show a good linear correlation, but with a big error on the best-fit coefficients 
because of the small reflectance range. 
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Figure 5: D&S#708 versus D&S#711. 

 

Figure 6: D&S#719 versus D&S#711. 

 

. 
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6. Statistical analysis on the comparison of reflectometer devices  

The section summarizes the comparison of 3 reflectometers and their various operation scenarios with 
measurement data collected at two solar power plants. The measurement data campaign was organized 
within STAGE-STE project, WP11, in 2016.  
 
Various types of reflectometers have been used to measure specular reflectance of solar mirrors and they may 
differ in their measurement accuracy, repeatability, operation and specific values measured. For instance, 
specular reflectance of a solar mirror depends on incidence angle of light beams, acceptance aperture size and 
wavelength of light beams. The three reflectometers named in this section as R1, R2 and R3 are the 15R-USB 
by D&S, the Condor by Aragon Photonics and the pFlex 1.0 (prototype version) by Fraunhofer ISE, respectively 
(see their technical features in Table 1 for R1 and R2, as well as the commercial version of R3). In addition, 
Plant 1 is a commercial plant located in South Spain (which name cannot be revealed) and Plant 2 is CIEMAT-
PSA. 

6.1. Testing Methodology  

Table 5 summarizes all measurement data obtained through the STAGE-STE project. A description of the 
different tests is reported in the sections below. 

 

Table 5: Summary of measurement data. 

Data Set Number of 
Measurements 
at Time Stamp 

Mirror 
Facets 

No. of 
Measuremen
t per Mirror 
Facet 

Number 
of 
Operators 

Mirror 
Condition 

Goal of the 
study 

Plant 1 
Soiling 
Measurements 

1 9 5 1 Naturally 
soiled 

Comparing 
performance 
of different 
reflectometers 
in a 
commercial 
plant 

Plant 2 
Stability 1 3 1 5 1 Clean Comparing 

performance 
of different 
reflectometers 

Stability 2 3 1 5 1 Natural 
soiled 

Repeatability 1 1 1 12 1 Clean 
Repeatability 2 1 1 12 1 Natural 

soiled 
Reflector – 1 
mm Glass 

1 1 5 1 Clean 

Reflector – 2 
mm Glass 

1 1 5 1 Clean 

Reflector – 4 
mm Glass 

1 1 5 1 Clean 

Reflector – 
Polymer Film 

1 1 5 1 Clean 

Reproducibility 1 3 5 3 Clean Comparing 
operations 
from different 
operators 
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6.1.1. Soiling Measurements in Plant 1 

This study was performed with the goal of comparing the behaviour of the three portable instruments when 
measuring naturally soiled facets in a commercial solar plant. Three collector rows situated in different 
positions (west/center/east) of the plant were selected for the analysis. In these rows, three modules 
(north/center/south) were chosen. Finally, nine facets were measured, as indicated by the nine squares in 
Figure 7. Five reflectance measurements were taken on each facet. The same areas at slightly different 
locations were measured using each instrument in turn, as can be observed in Figure 7 (measurement spots 
of the 3 instruments are indicated with coloured crosses). Although better results could have been achieved if 
the 5 measurement spots on each facet were exactly the same locations for the 3 reflectometers, this approach 
could not be followed. The first reason is that the facets could not be marked to indicate the measurement 
spot, as it was done in the SFERA-II project (see Figure 1), because such interference with the facet was not 
permitted by the plant owner. In addition, every time that a measurement is performed, the soiling of the 
measurement spot is affected because come of the reflectometers touch the surface. Consequently, it was 
decided that the measurement spots were as close as possible, but not exactly the same spot. 
 

 

 
Figure 7: Scheme of the measurements performed at Plant 1. 

 

6.1.2. Stability Study in Plant 2 

The first reflectometer characteristic investigated in Plant 2 was the stability over time. Five measurements 
for each instrument were made around the same location (marked with a pen) in a cleaned facet over time (at 
t1, t2 and t3) as can be seen in the Figure 8. The same experiment was then repeated for a location showing a 
high degree of soiling. The average time steps were 40 minutes. Therefore, no variations in the soiling level 
are expected. During the experiment, no calibration was required with R1, two calibrations were performed 
with R2 (due to temperature variations) and one calibration was done with R3. Both for R2 and R3, 
recalibrations were performed when they detected changes in the temperature that might affect the reading. 

 
Figure 8: Scheme of the measurements realized for the stability test along the time in Plant 2. 

6.1.3. Repeatability Study in Plant 2 

The second reflectometer characteristic studied in Plant 2 was the repeatability, namely the capability of each 
instrument to repeat the same measurement around the same location with the same conditions 
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(temperature, operator, etc.). Note that both clean and soiled facets were measured 12 times for all three 
instruments in the same point, as can be shown in the Figure 9. No calibration was performed with the devices 
during this test. The main difference between this test and the previous one (section 6.1.2) is that in this case 
the all measurements were performed consecutively, without any time delay, and so avoiding possible 
influences of other parameters such as temperature variations. 

 
Figure 9: Scheme of the measurements realized for the repeatability test in PSA 

6.1.4. Reflector Type Study in Plant 2 

The following test was designed to evaluate the capability of each instrument to measure the reflectance of 
different reflector types. Four reflector types (1 mm silvered-glass, 2 mm silvered-glass, 4 mm silvered-glass 
and polymer film samples) were measured by all the three instruments in 5 points (around the same location), 
as can be observed in Figure 10 and Figure 11.  

 
Figure 10: Scheme of the measurements realized for the influence of the reflector type test in Plant 2. 

 

  
Figure 11: 2 mm silvered-glass (left) and 4 mm silvered-glass (right) reflector samples tested Plant 2. 

 

6.1.5. Reproducibility Study in Plant 2 

The final test evaluated the reproducibility of the three reflectometers, namely their capability in the hands of 
three different operators. One clean facet was measured in 5 points with all three reflectometers by the three 
different operators as can be seen in the Figure 12. 

 
 

Figure 12: Scheme of the measurements realized for the influence of the operator test in Plant 2. 
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6.2. Measurement Data 

All test data were illustrated in Figure 13 - Figure 18, not considering measurement uncertainty. Dotted lines 
in these plots are the average value of each equipment, with the corresponding colors indicated in the legend. 
It is important to remark here that the goal of the graphs is not the comparison of the values among the devices 
(which makes no sense without including the measurement uncertainty), but to visually show the influence of 
the different parameters studied (soiling, stability along the time, influence of the operator, etc.) on the values 
achieved by the portable reflectometers. These visual impressions are statistically checked in the next section.  
 

 

Figure 13: Data distribution of Plant 1 – soiling measurements.  

 

 
(a) Reflectometer R1 
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(b) Reflectometer R2 

 
(c) Reflectometer R3 

Figure 14: Data distribution of Plant 2 – Stability 1 for clean mirror facet. 

 
(a) Reflectometer R1 
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(b) Reflectometer R2 

 
(c) Reflectometer R3 

Figure 15: Data distribution of Plant 2 – Stability 2 for soiled mirror facet.  

 

 
(a) Clean mirror.  

 
(b) Naturally soiled mirror.  

Figure 16: Data distribution of Plant 2 – Repeatability.  
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(a) 1 mm silver mirror.  

 
(b) 2 mm silver mirror.  

 
(c) 4 mm silver mirror.  

 
(d) Polymer mirror  

 
Figure 17: Data distribution of Plant 2 – Reflectors. 

 

 
(a) 1st facet and reflectometer R1.  

 
(b) 1st facet and reflectometer R2.  

 
(c) 1st facet and reflectometer R3. 

 
(d) 2nd facet and reflectometer R1. 
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(e) 2nd facet and reflectometer R2. 

 
(f) 2nd facet and reflectometer R3. 

 
(g) 3rd facet and reflectometer R1  

 
(h) 3rd facet and reflectometer R2  

 
(i) 3rd facet and reflectometer R3  

 
 

Figure 18: Data distribution of Plant 2 – Reproducibility.   

6.3. Hypothesis Testing   

We apply Welch's t-test [3] and ANOVA test [4] to investigate if our samples have the same mean value. Both 
tests assume normal distribution. Welch’s t-test does not require equal sample size and equal variance while 
one-way ANOVA need them. All hypothesis testing is completed by Welch’s t-test except stability data. We use 
ANOVA test for all time stamps samples. 

For normality test, we apply D’Agostino’s K-squared test [5], Lilliefors test [6] and Shapiro-Wilk test [7]. If the 
sample data can pass any one of those tests, we conclude that data is drawn from a normal distribution. 
Otherwise, we reject it. 

6.3.1. Soiling measurements 

The hypothesis test results on soiling measurement data are given in Table 6 and Table 7. 
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Table 6: Summary of hypothesis tests for the soiling measurements in Plant 1. P indicates the sample data pass the 
normality test; N indicates otherwise.  

Facet Assessment Results - 
R1 vs R2 

Assessment Results 
- 
R1 vs R3 

Assessment Results - 
R2 vs R3 

1 Not same (P) Not same (P) Same (P) 
2 Not same (P) Not same (P) Same (P) 
3 Same (P) Not same (P) Same (P) 
4 Same (P) Same (P) Same (P) 
5 Not same (P) Not same (P) Same (P) 
6 Same (N) Same(N) Same(N) 
7 Same(P) Same(P) Same(P) 
8 Same(P) Same(N) Same(N) 
9 Not same(P) Not same(N) Same(N) 
All (45 data points) Not same(N) Not same(N) Same(N) 

 

Table 7: Summary of normality test on samples for the soiling measurements in Plant 1. 

Facet R1  R2 R3 
1 Pass Pass Pass 
2 Pass Pass Pass 
3 Pass Pass Pass 
4 Pass Pass Pass 
5 Pass Pass Pass 
6 Pass Not pass Not pass 
7 Pass Pass Pass 
8 Pass Pass Not pass 
9 Pass Pass Not pass 
All (45 data points) Not pass Not pass Not pass 

 
According to the results shown in Table 6 and Table 7, the mean values measured in the 9 naturally-soiled 
facets of the commercial plant are similar when reflectometers R2 and R3 are used. However, the mean values 
measured with the reflectometer R1 present some differences with respect to the other 2 instruments, 
especially when the facets are dirtier (facets 1, 2, 5 and 9). This fact might be explained by the acceptance 
angle of the devices, which is smaller in the case of R1 than for R2 and R3. Also, it is important to highlight that 
some of the data are not normally distributed, which indicates that the number of spots measured on each 
facet was not sufficient. 

6.3.2. Stability along the time 

The hypothesis test results on stability measurement data for clean mirror facet are given in Table 8 and Table 

9. The hypothesis test results on stability measurement data for dirty mirror facet are given in Table 10 and 
Table 11.  

 

Table 8: Summary of hypothesis tests on comparison of different time stamps for clean facet.  

Reflectometers Assessment Results - 
 t1, t2 and t3 

R1 Same(N) 
R2 Same(N) 
R3 Same(P) 

 

Table 9: Summary of normality test on comparison of different time stamps for clean facet. 

Reflectometers t1 t2 t3 
R1 Pass Not pass Not pass 
R2 Not pass Not pass Not pass 
R3 Pass Pass Pass 
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Table 10: Summary of hypothesis tests on comparison of different time stamps for dirty facet.  

Reflectometers Assessment Results - 
 t1, t2 and t3 

R1 Same(P) 
R2 Same(P) 
R3 Same(P) 

 

Table 11: Summary of normality test on comparison of different time stamps for dirty facet. 

Reflectometers  t1 t2 t3 
R1 Pass Pass Pass 
R2 Pass Pass Pass 
R3 Pass Pass Pass 

 
As can be seen in Table 8 to Table 11, in general the 3 portable reflectometers are very stable along the time 
both measuring clean and dirty facets. 

6.3.3. Repeatability 

Table 12 shows mean value and standard deviation of a sequence of 12 measurements accomplished in the 
same point of the mirror in short time. The repeatability achieved is quite high, always equal or below the 
resolution of the instruments (0.1%). Also, it is important to remark here that R3 used was the prototype, not 
the commercial version. Please, take note that the uncertainty of the reference mirror is not considered in 
these results. 
 

Table 12: Summary of mean value and standard deviation of the repeatability test for clean and dirty facet.  

Reflectometers Measurement value and 
standard deviation (95%) 

- Clean Facet 

Measurement value and 
standard deviation (95%) 

- Dirty Facet 
R1 95.2 +/- 0.0 73.6 +/- 0.0 
R2 95.4 +/- 0.0 82.9 +/- 0.0 
R3 95.5 +/- 0.1 80.6 +/- 0.1 

6.3.4. Reflectors 

The hypothesis test results on stability measurement data for various reflectors are given in Table 13 and 
Table 14. 
 

Table 13: Summary of hypothesis tests on measuring different type of reflectors. (P): the data pass the normality test; 
(N) the data do not pass the normality test. 

Facet Assessment Results - 
R1 vs R2 

Assessment Results 
- 
R1 vs R3 

Assessment Results - 
R2 vs R3 

Reflector – 1 mm Glass Not same(N) Same(N) Not same(N) 
Reflector – 2 mm Glass Not same(P) Same(P) Not same(P) 
Reflector – 4 mm Glass Not same(N) Same(N) Not same(N) 
Reflector – Polymer Film Not same(P) Not same(N) Same(N) 
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Table 14: Summary of normality test on samples 

Facet R1 R2 R3 
Reflector – 1 mm Glass Not pass Not pass Pass 
Reflector – 2 mm Glass Pass Pass Pass 
Reflector – 4 mm Glass Not pass Not pass Pass 
Reflector – Polymer 
Film 

Pass Pass Not pass 

 
In this case, the results of the mean value of the glass-based reflectors measured by the different instruments 
are similar when R1 and R3 reflectometers are compared, but different if R2 is compared with the other 2 
devices. Additionally, the results are not consistent among the three reflectometers when measuring polymer 
film reflectors. It is also important to remark that the normality tests are not passed in general, which indicates 
that more measurements should be performed to validate these conclusions. 

6.3.5. Reproducibility 

The hypothesis test results on reproducibility measurement data are given in Table 15 and Table 16. 
 

Table 15: Summary of hypothesis tests on comparison of different operators. (P): the data pass the normality test; (N) 
the data do not pass the normality test.  

Data Set Assessment Results - 
O1 vs O2 

Assessment Results 
- 
O1 vs O3 

Assessment Results - 
O2 vs O3 

R1/Facet1 Same (N) Same (N) Same (N) 
R1/Facet2 Same (N) Same(N) Same(N) 
R1/Facet3 Same(N) Same(N) Same(N) 
R2/Facet1 Same(N) Same(N) Same(P) 
R2/Facet2 Same (P) Same (P) Same (P) 
R2/Facet3 Same (N) Same(P) Same (N) 
R3/Facet1 Not Same(P) Not Same(P) Same(P) 
R3/Facet2 Same(N) Same(N) Same(P) 
R3/Facet3 Same(P) Same(P) Same(P) 

 

Table 16: Summary of normality test on samples 

Data Set O1  O2 O3 
R1/Facet1 Not pass Pass Not pass 
R1/Facet2 Not pass Not pass Not pass 
R1/Facet3 Not pass Not pass Not pass 
R2/Facet1 Not pass Pass Pass 
R2/Facet2 Pass Pass Pass 
R2/Facet3 Pass Not pass Pass 
R3/Facet1 Pass Pass Pass 
R3/Facet2 Not pass Pass Pass 
R3/Facet3 Pass Pass Pass 

 
According to the results obtained, in general the influence of the operator is negligible for the 3 portable 
reflectometers. 

6.4. Discussion & Conclusions 

A summary of all hypothesis tests is given in Table 17, Table 18 and Table 19. Major observations are: 
- Reflectometer R2 and R3 show same mean measurement value and different mean measurement 

values to R1, in the soiling test performed in Plant 1. This is probably to the different acceptance angle 
of the devices, which is smaller in the case of R1. 

- All reflectometers R1, R2 and R3 show consistence when used at different time stamps (stability test). 
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- The repeatability achieved by the three instruments was equal or below their resolution (0.1%). 
- Differences between the reflectometers are more pronounced when the polymer film reflectors are 

measured. A possible explanation could be the non-circular scattering behaviour of the film.  
- Different operators show no impact to measurement values with any reflectometers.  

 
With respect to the methodology applied in this experimental campaign, the following improvements were 
detected and should be considered in further experiments: 

- Most of data sets does not pass the normality test. It implies that either the number of data points is 
not sufficient or the measurement data does not follow a normal distribution.  

- No recalibrations should be performed during the test to check the stability of the devices along the 
time. 

- Surface variation over a mirror facet sample would greatly impact the comparison of reflectometers 
(mainly when the facet is dirty) and shall be characterized before the comparison measurement is 
carried out (as it was done in the SFERA-II project, see section 5).  

 

Table 17: Summary of hypothesis tests on comparison of different types of reflectometers (all in one decide) 

Data Set Assessment Results - 
R1 vs R2 

Assessment Results 
- 
R1 vs R3 

Assessment Results - 
R2 vs R3 

Plant 1 
Soiling Measurement Not same(N) Not same(N) Same(N) 
Plant 2 
Reflectors Not same(N) Same(N) Not same(N) 

Table 18: Summary of hypothesis tests on comparison of different time stamps 

Reflectometers Assessment Results - 
 t1, t2 and t3 

R1 Same(P) 
R2 Same(P) 
R3 Same(P) 

 

Table 19: Summary of hypothesis tests on comparison of different operators (all in one decide) 

Data Set Assessment Results - 
O1 vs O2 

Assessment Results 
- 
O1 vs O3 

Assessment 
Results - 
O2 vs O3 

Reproducibility Same(N) Same(N) Same(N) 

 

6.5. Non-parametric hypothesis testing 

While observing that many sample data does not pass the normality test and parametric method requires 
normality, non-parametric test methods Kolmogorov Smirnov test [8] and Mann Whitney U test [9] are also 
employed to perform the hypothesis tests. Compared to Welch’s t-test and ANOVA test, they have advantages 
on that:  

o No assumption of normality is required 
o The test result is sensitive to cumulative probability of distribution  

A summary of all hypothesis tests is given in Table 20, Table 21 and Table 22. 
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Table 20: Summary of hypothesis tests on comparison of different types of reflectometers (all in one decide) 

Data Set Assessment Results - 
R1 vs R2 

Assessment Results 
- 
R1 vs R3 

Assessment Results - 
R2 vs R3 

Plant 1 
Soiling Measurement Not same Not same Same 
Plant 2 
Reflectors Not same Same Not same 

 

Table 21: Summary of hypothesis tests on comparison of different time stamps 

Reflectometers Assessment Results - 
 t1, t2 and t3 

R1 Same 
R2 Same 
R3 Same 

 

Table 22: Summary of hypothesis tests on comparison of different operators (all in one decide) 

Data Set Assessment Results - 
O1 vs O2 

Assessment Results 
- 
O1 vs O3 

Assessment Results - 
O2 vs O3 

Reproducibility Same Same Same 
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7. Conclusions 

This report contributes to the proper measurement of the CSP solar fields by summarizing all the technical 
features of the currently marketed portable reflectometers, in order to help future customers to take a 
decision. Additionally, technical features as well as several practical issues of the instruments, according to 
three plant operators (Brightsource, Abengoa and TSK) and researchers from five R&D centers (NREL, 
Fraunhofer ISE, University of Zaragoza, DLR and CIEMAT), were collected.  
 
The report also includes the results and main conclusions from two experimental campaigns (carried out 
during two EU projects) where several different portable reflectometers were compared on-field at CIEMAT-
PSA and in a commercial plant located in South Spain. According to the discussions presented both in SFERA-
II and STAGE-STE projects, the feature that shows a greater impact in the soiling measurement results is the 
acceptance angle. The three reflectometers compared in the STAGE-STE project presented consistence when 
used at different time stamps, by different operators and with different type of mirrors (except for the polymer 
film reflectors), achieving a repeatability equal or below their resolution. Finally, several improvements with 
respect to the methodology applied in these two experimental campaigns were identified, that might be useful 
for further experiments. In particular, the number of data points to be measured shall be increased, no 
recalibrations shall be performed during the test to check the stability of the devices along the time, and 
surface variation over a mirror facet shall be characterized before the comparison measurement is carried 
out. 
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Further on-site testing campaigns to compare commercial portable reflectometers are recommended. In these 
experiments, improvements detected in the methodology shall be applied and the rest of the portable 
reflectometers shall be incorporated. 
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